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Abstract
Delegating Active Directory permissions – and managing and reporting on those delegations – is a nightmare. If
you’re using native tools, that is. With the right tools, the job is easy. Read on to learn how to put your AD delegation
nightmares to rest, forever.
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Introduction
It’s nighttime. The data center is dark, and just a bit spooky. The hum of powerful HVAC units takes on an almost
sinister tone. You’re not really here; you’re at home, in bed. Asleep. But is this a dream?
You’re standing in front of a server rack, logged into the console of a domain controller. Active Directory Users and
Computers is open before you, and you see a familiar wizard:

From all around you, you can hear the unsettling sound of metal scraping on metal, as if clawed fingers were being
raked across the backs of the server racks. A harsh voice floats around the room: “Make sure the administrative
assistants in Denver can reset passwords for the users there… Make sure the help desk can change user attributes
in the directory… Give Human Resources the ability to update departmental and organizational information in the
directory… Delegate! Delegate! Delegate!”
You furiously start clicking buttons, checking boxes, and typing organizational unit names. Next, Next, Finish! Next,
Next, Next, Finish!
As you complete delegation after delegation, the voice comes back, even softer and more sinister: “Now take away
that Denver assistant’s abilities…. Restrict Human Resources to just the people in the main office…. Who can update
organizational information now?”

Your fingers stop, twitching above the keyboard. Your mouse hand is shaking. You can’t do those things with the
Delegation of Control Wizard. It’s for delegating control, not for reporting on delegation or changing delegations.
The voice’s evil laughter fills your ears, and you feel a thin sliver of metal sliding down your bare neck…
You wake up, your sheets soaked in sweat. Your mouse hand is still trembling. And there’s a thin cut on the back of
your neck.
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Delegation: Seemed Like a Good Idea at
the Time
Delegation Is Easy
Active Directory has great support for fine-grained permissions, and Microsoft’s intent all along was for you to be able
to dole out just the permissions people needed over specific portions of the directory. Delegation was intended to be
a way for certain tasks to be taken off of IT’s back and put into the hands of people throughout the organization.
Whatever tasks you need to delegate – keeping directory attributes updated, unlocking accounts, resetting passwords – can be delegated. And the Delegation of Control (DoC) Wizard makes it pretty easy to set up delegation, by
offering pre-packaged sets of permissions that you can drop onto an organizational unit (OU).

But Maintenance Is Difficult
The problem is in maintaining that delegation over time. The native Active Directory tools don’t provide any way of
seeing who has been delegated what, apart from the native, one-object-at-a-time permissions dialog:

Those permissions are complex and difficult to read from within the dialog. You have to perform numerous
interactions: What permission has been applied? What does it apply to? Will it inherit to child containers? You have to
dig in through three or four levels of dialogs to see exactly what was delegated – and it’s incredibly easy to misunderstand a checkbox, click the wrong one, and delegate too many permissions.
Worse, there’s no centralized reporting whatsoever. The native tools don’t let you see “what permissions have been
delegated to HR, and where?” You can’t see “which OUs have permissions other than the defaults?” It’s all a manual
process of dialog box spelunking. Sure, you could write scripts, but those scripts are going to do nothing more than
manually scan every single object and report on the permissions. That can be a glut of data, and unfortunately
Microsoft hasn’t yet created the interfaces that such a script would actually need to run efficiently and effectively.
Reporting on permissions isn’t the only problem: Setting up new permissions is harder than it should be, the DoC
Wizard notwithstanding. Aside from its few prepackaged sets of permissions, there are no other sets that can be
quickly delegated. Sure, you can delegate a “custom task,” but that just dumps you into the same confusing cycle of
“what are you delegating,” “to whom are you delegating,” “how will it inherit,” “what will it apply to” and so forth – and
you’d better know the under-the-hood directory class names that you want to work with, because that’s what the
Wizard is going to show you.
It’s no use drinking energy drinks and coffee all night. Eventually, you’re going to fall asleep, and the nightmare will
begin again. The good news is that you’ll probably be fine when you wake up… and then you can go to work and live
the delegation nightmare for real.
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Banishing the Nightmare
What’s needed is a reset on the way you think about AD delegation. Frankly, a better-designed user interface – one
intended for permissions management – would go a long way toward solving the problem, as would some permissions-specific tools that don’t require digging into deeply-nested dialog boxes for every tidbit of information.
What about color-coding permissions, so that inherited, default, and explicit permissions are visibly differentiated?
That would be a huge help; rather than looking at rows of checkboxes, or script- produced “Read-Write-ModifyTraverse” output, you could look at something visually designed to be meaningful to a human being instead of a
machine. You could easily pick out inherited permissions, direct permissions, and so forth, and start modifying them
as needed.
What about templates for permissions so you could define sets of permissions for specific tasks and then simply
assign the template to the users who need it? Those templates could even be self-healing, meaning they’re constantly checked against the actual state of Active Directory and that an alert is generated if differences are found.
Templates would be an awesome idea. They’d really be an ideological extension of the DoC Wizard’s “Custom
Tasks.” Only templates could be saved, making them easy to re-use in the future. Someone new joins the organization and needs a specific set of permissions? Just slap a template on ‘em, and the job is done. And that self-healing
aspect would be especially useful, because if anyone else went directly into the directory and started mucking with
things, you’d get an immediate alert and be able to re-apply the template to put things back the way they’re supposed
to be.
Imagine those templates in an organization dealing with industry and legislative compliance! Your auditors would
be delighted. Just show them the templates, and show them that the system hadn’t generated any template noncompliance alerts. Let them spot-check a few permissions manually (it’s what they’re paid to do), and they can
trundle away, satisfied that everything is and has been as it should be.
Sound like a happy, pleasant dream?
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A Delegation Dream Come True
There’s really a way to make this happen, and it’s called Quest Active Administrator.
With it, you create Active Templates that designate what is being delegated, who you’re delegating to, and where in
the directory the delegation applies. You can manage that delegation any time you want to by simply modifying the
template; it updates Active Directory automatically. Changes made directly to the directory’s permissions are caught,
used to generate notifications, and then reset to the template’s settings.
This approach makes viewing “who’s been delegated what” as simple as looking at your templates. You can also use
an intuitive, security-centric view of the directory to see current permissions – and color-coding distinguishes default
permissions, inherited permissions, explicit permissions, and permissions assigned via an Active Template. Looking
for explicitly-assigned permissions so that you can clean them up? No problem: they show up in a unique color and
are easy to pick out of the user interface.
Because Active Administrator is designed for security, modifying permissions and even delegating control is easier
and more intuitive. Create reports, reset permissions to their defaults, filter out default and inherited permissions, and
do whatever else you might need – all with a few mouse clicks.
And this just scratches the surface of what Active Administrator can do for your directory. It also offers superior Group
Policy management, robust AD auditing and recovery, role-based access control systems, and much more. You can
even play with it in a live, online TestDrive – just visit www.quest.com/active-administrator. Or you can download a
free trial and play with it in your own lab. You’ll be impressed. You’ll sleep easier, too.
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